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By MARTIN COLBY

~~~'CASE
Forms
n.e,,,'\

~).s.Anti-PIRG

Of The I..obo Staff

Opposition to the efforts of the
New Me.xico Public Interest
Group (PIRG) has created a
· counter-organization known as
the Committee Against Student
Exploitation (CASE) on the UNM
campus. ·
"PIRG says it is a
public-interest group, But they
cannot define just what the public
interest is,, said a CASE
spokesman,
The spokesman, John
Anamosa, opposes PIRG on
philosophical grounds. u'lbeir
approach is to lobby for increased
governmental controls. I feel our
experience with the federal

government should convince us
that we need just the opposite.
M()re g()vernmental control of our
society isn't the answer, "
Since PIRG has stated itself as
an interest group for the whole
community, Anamosa sees no
reason why students should be
forced to fund it. "Their approach
to funding is simply a way to live
off the students whether or not
they support its goals."
"A group such as PIRG should
be able to support itself through
voluntary contributions if they
really have the support they
claim." By forcing students to
fund PIRG, students will be
denied their right of choice,
Anamosa said.

fie said he thinks PIRG will not
get a majority of students to sign
its petition. "But numbers are not
that important. They will
probably present the PIRG
funding issue to the regents in any
case. I know we're going to take
our ca:se to them,"
Even though PIRG de~~Cribes
itself as a non-partisan group,
Anamosa said he feels ''it is
definitely a political
organization."
PIRG's approach in gathering
signatures for. its petitions also
botheJS him. .
"Even though they were·
pushing pretty hard for signature•
outside, a person could always
(continued on page 2)
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An Opinionated Look At ASUNM

A Circus? No, Not Quite • • •
By KARL VERA
Of the t.obo s&atr

A circua? No, not quite-there was only one ring.
wt night the new ASUNM regime met in the north
SUB ballroom to decide on the presidential
appointment. to varioua student government
committees, Although the preaident is the only one
who can appoint, the senate can overrule the
decision.
The teat whet\ler .parlimentary procedure could
handle a controvenial appointment ·came when the
selection for the new Popular Entertainment
Committee chairpenon arrived on the agenda.
President Gilbert Gonzales stood before the

opening salvo was received with a cold sneer from
Ratchford, confirming her low opinion of the
gallery rabble. Tempkin wagged his pencil.
Vulture-like vibes circled the room.
Adding to Schroeder's misery, Tempkin mention
an incident that took place at the Three Dog Night
· concert in which Schroeder had told the campus
police to "fuck off."
Vice President Ernesto Gomez, wearing dark
glaues, looking like he had just completed a junta,
magnanimously permitted Schroeder to reply to the
charges. Schroeder said he was "sincerely sorry" for
telling the campus police to desist, but at the time
the constabulary was interferring with the entrance
of some promoters, and, he said, "'lhe promoters
don't need UNM."

Vice President Ernesto Gomez,
wearing dark glasses, looking like he
had just completed a junta,
magnanimously .permitted Schroeder
to reply to the charges.

Essentially Schroed~r was intimating that he had
a choice of whom to tell to, umake the beast with
two backs," and since the police are used to it, why
not them? After all, they are low on the charts and
their drummer is too busy busting exhibitionists at
Zimmerman Library to get enough practice time. If
students want music, their first allegiance must be
with the moneymen, not security,

throng and announced that Steve Schroeder was the
heir apparent to a much sought after
chairpel'SOnship. Groans echoed from the gallery as
Steve meekly toed his way to the senate's
aemi-eircle to take his seat and defend himself
before the inquisatorial aspect of Senator Louis
Tempkin 's pendent lip.

Defending himself against accusations of
invisibility, Schroeder listed some . concert
appearances. when he had performed crucial duties,
one of which was "supplying ice at the Deep Purple
concert."

Gonzales Jet the tone by mentioning that. he
realized, with no small amount of penpicacity, that
the battle of who was to chair the PEC was an
enviable p01ition frought with bountiful ego
endowments.
And, as if to reverse a great tradition, Qil selected
Steve Schroeder, who appeared to lack so much ego
every. word he 11poke came out as an apology for
sound.
Unable to be enticed by. Schroeder's timidity,
Senator Tempkin mentioned that several ~ople
who Gil consulted expressed their dismay at
Schroeder's ability. To back up his statement, he
pointed to the frantically waving hands ht the
gallery.
Natutally the senate had to 'Vote on whether to
recognize the plebians .and let them come .before
th«! council to protest Gil's decision. Everyone voted
in concord to allow entrance before the august
assembly except for Senator Mary Ratchford, whose
supercilious mannerisms and .constant trips to the
goody cart to garner free cokes had earlier caused
extreme resentment from the dehydrated gallery.
Schroeder's tenuous position did not gain a firm
fo'Undation with her support.
The first pick of t~allery was Rodney. L.U.
who claimed that not.o(ly on the PEC eommitle·e
would work with Schroeder, and that his feeble
att~mpt at ~nergetic involvement with the PEC was
overrated by an uninformed Gil Gon7lales, Lujan's

'11tis was indeed a miraculous act when one recalls
that the Deep Purple concert never took place.
Sensing that his fricffid was sinking rapidly in
estimation, David Levine arose out of the gallery
and couched his comments in Schroeder's defense.
"Gil was right when he talked about the lack of
communication in the PEC. The fight is coming out
of an ego conflict."

A meeting. of the applican"ts for the"
position of ·popular Entertainment
Committee chairperson and all ASUNM
senators will be held today at 2 p.m. in
room 231-E of the SUB.
The meeting is open to the public.

Randy Gins cut in at that moment, asking .
whether it was not true that Levine was Schroeder's
roommate.
''Um, uh, yes, we live in the same house, if that's
what you're asking," he replied.
ttiding the crest of mounting confusion, a senatol'
wondered out loud, .. At what point are you
addressing us?"
11
As people," Levine said.

Needless to say, this did not make things clearer.
"Point of order," someone yelled out with one of
the most paradoxical statements of the evening.
In an effort to gain a modicum of lucidity,
Charles Andrews was summoned out of the gallery
to augment the contention against Schroeder.
Instead, Andrews spoke of how PEC chairperson
in the past had been "only marginally
knowledgeable with music." Understanding was
increased as to what qualities should go into the
making of a new chairperson, but Schroeder was
absent from his remarks, so everybody was stiflleft
in the lurch about what to do with their whipping
boy.
Responding defensively to Andrew's professorial

For the straight report on
Wednesday's ASUNM senate meeting,
turn to page 2.

remarks, Schroeder complained that musical
expertise was not as essential as bringing music that
the students want.
Testing Schroeder's threshold of absorbing abuse,
acting chairperson of the PEC, Janice 'Michael, was
catled to join the imbroglio.
11
From what I've heard, what I've seen (and I've
been on the committee for two years) l've.only seen
Steve at one or two concerts," she said.
"I object," Schroeder snapped, raising his voice
above an undertone. "It is an unmitigated lie."
Becauseajudge was not present, tlle objection was
neither sustained or overruled.
"Being chairperson of PEC involves a lot of
contacting people," Michael elaborated. cc'lbere is a
lot of running around to be done."
Steeleyes Ratchford was quick to pick up on the
guantlet, flinging it in Michael's direction. "Do you
think Steve could co-ordinate the committee?" she
asked, in an effort to confirm the obvious. "I mean,
do you think he has the ability?"
At this hnpropitious moment a cat caught
Michael's tongue.
Perservering in her attack, Ratchford uttered a
classic example of the self·fulfilling question. "Are
you questioning his ability subjectively or
objectively?''
No response was expected; no resportse came.
I went. One can only imbibe so much junior
politiking in an age when the president of . the
United States plays king·of·the·rubber•raft in B.B.
Rebozo's swimming pool.
Orte pithy statement kept recurring in my head as
1 left. It had been made earlier in the evening by
Senator Larry Abraham, master of malapropisms.
He had e"ares.sed his hope tb~Jhe senate would not . ~;
'be caught'l~actirtg in the blin'd:" Stumbling outdoors
after Wednesday's senate meeting was like walking
out "of the blind, u into the refreshing air where the
one·eYed maniac was king.

-

Freshman Senator Heads Finance Committee
By ORLANDO MEDINA
Of the Lobo Staff
ASUNM Vice-President Ernesto Gomez appointed
Senator Joe Samora as chairman of the Finance
Committee yesterday after the senate refused to confirm
him at the Wednesday night meeting.
Gomez put Samora's name before the senate all his
choice for the chairmanship, but the senate voted no on
the basis of Samora's inexperience for the job,
Gomez !laid he wanted "strong committees rather than
strong chairmanships."
Senator Mike Banavidez opposed Samora because
Samora was a freshman senator.
"I don't think Samora can gain any experience by being
put at the top, I don't think anything can be
accomplished by demeaning the chairmanship," he said.
Gomez expalined that "experience wasn't
necessary-only the ability to meet with groups."
"As for accounting experience, I have discussed this
with Mike Roeder of the business office and the
experience needed is minimum. What is needed is
someone to communicate with the groups coming for
funding," he said.
Sen. Larry Abraham said he felt that if Samora got the
appointment, the finance committee would. Jose what
continuity it had gained by experience.
The senate majority voted against Samora, but
confirmed the finance committee appointment as a whole.
Samora as temporary chairman, will serve during the .
summer, but must be confirmed by the senate in the fall if
his position is to be permanent.
The most emotional debate of the senate meeting came
when the senate refused to confirm Steve Schroeder as
chairman of the Popular Entertainment Committee on the
basis of allegations heard from the gallery,
Schroeder was explaining his qualifications to the

senate, particularly to Sen. Louis Tempkin, who objected
· to Schroeder's appointment, when Sen. Larry Abraham
asked that the gallery be beard,
Sen. Mary Ratchford objected but was overridden by a
vote, and the senate heard from Rodney Lujan, a member
of PEC.
"In a meeting of the PEC to discuss the chairmanship,"
Lujan said, "Steve was the only one everyone h,ad
reservations about working with."
President Gil Gonzales explained that in discussion with
PEC member, "I got no nagative feedback from anyone."
"I want to point out," Gonzales said, "that PEC has
internal problems from }Mlople with a lot of ego, Thare has
been a lot of cross fi~ing and I tried to approach the
selection logically."
Schroeder said that when he talked to the committee,
there had been no objections to him as chairman,
The senate heard from David Levine who was in favor of
Schroeder's appointment and Lobo Arts and Media Editor
Charles Andrews who que10tioned Schroeder's knowledge
of music,
Gomez ruled Levine, who is Schroeder's roommate, and
Andrews out of order because they were not discussing
Schroeder's qualifications.
Janice Michael, acting chairperson of PEC, told the
senate about Schroeder's working record with the
committee.
"1 have seen Steve at one or two of the concerts. He has
never offered to do any work at the concerts," she said.
Schroeder answered, "I object because this is an
unmitigated lie."
Schroeder said he had worked at concerts moving
equipment and bringing ice.
Sen. Rudy Chavez said, "Obviously somebody is lying."
The senate voted to refer the matter to the Presidential
Appointments Committee for investigation.

The committee will meet today at 2 p.m. in room
231·E of the SUB to hear the Schroeder matter,
The senate confirmed Phil York as attorney general,
Phyllis McMahon as chairperson of Speakers Committe'~!,
Joel White as chairman of Public Relations Committee
and Michael Menucci as chairman to the Lobb'y
Committee,
t
When discussion of the lobby chairman came up, the
senate agreed that the 19-year·old drinking bill would be
pushed.
Senator Mary Ratchford asked Menucci, who is under
drinking age, if he would be off duty lobbying in bars.
Menucci said he expected one of the legal age
committee members would do the off duty lobbying. '
At one point in the meeting several of the previous
senators were reminded of the debates earlier this
semester when a pizza deliveryman wandered into the
senate meeting. Aftet inquiry the pizza was delivered to
its owners, the LOBO staff.
The senate approved a line item change for the Black
Student Union but learned that last year's senate had
approved $600 for paper and pencils for the BSU.

Sen. Louis Tempkin said the BSU came to him and
pointed out the error and asked that the money be used
for the Black Cultural Festival this week. The festival had
not been funded this year as in previous years. The
senate approved a line item change for Project Consejo,
money to bus students to a poll and referred a bill for
backpacking equipment back to committee.
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Gonzales had asked the senate earlier to decide whether
he should sign a letter of endorsement to the Public
Interest Research Group.
The senate endorsed the signature but questioned the
group's funding procedures.

FBI Continues Hearst Investigation Despite Tape
SAN FRANCISCO
( UPJ)-Despite Patricia Hearst's
insistence that she has joined the
Symbionese Liberation Army
which kidnaped her, the FBI said
Th umday its investigation will
proceed as before into the
8()-day-old abduction.
"It certainly doesn't change our
investigation," said Charles W.
Bates, the FBI agent in charge. "It
adds another bit of information."
U.S. Attorney James Browning
had no immediate comment on
whether the latest tapll recording
from Miss Hearst, received
Wednesday, would result in a
change in her status of being
sought only as a material witness
in the robbery of a San Francisco

bank April 15.
"ridiculous to the point of being
In a caustic and bitter beyond belief" to think that she
statement, Miu Hearst branded had been brainwashed into
her father and fiance as "pigs" participating in the bank robbery.
and "clowns" and reaffirmed her • "I was in a position (at the
allegiance to the tiny terrorist bank) so I could hold bank
group which kidnaped her Feb. 4. personnel and customers who
After hearing the tape, her were on the floor," she said. "My
father, Randolph A. Hearst, gun was loaded, and at no time
president and editor of the San
Francisco Examiner, said the
family still believes she has been
brainwashed by the SLA.
The latest tape recording, the
eighth communication from the
(continued from page I)
SLA since the kidnaping, was refuse. What bothers me is when
given to a San Francisco police they enter classrooms and force
officer through unidentified people to listen to their goals," he
intermediaries.
said.
In it, Miss Hearst said it was
He also said PIRG has been
misleading in its advertising.
"They argue that since there
are other mandatory fees, PIRG
should be one of them. They
democratic society."
mentioned the student health fee
Gregory Cowan is a graduate of as one, even though it isn't
New Jersey's Lake Forest College, mandatory. Besides, whm
where he worked toward a students get the chance, they
sociology degree, He was active in voted against these mandatory
investigating the effects of fees. I can't see why students
institutional racism on
community relations attitudes in should be forced to pay another
the Chicago Police Department tee when they don't approve the
they pay already."
and also worked with voter ones
Anamosa
CASE as
. registration and Project Head "very much dei!Cribes
an
ad
hoc
group."
Start in MiiiBissippi. A ten·year
resident of New Mexico, he said,
"The work that PIRGs have done
on other campuses makes it
obvious that these organizations
have great potential for getting
things done. "
The PIRG elections continue
today.

Kenneth Schultz is a junior
working toward a degree in
Environmental Studies through
BUS. He is a permanent part·time
employee of the Southwest
Research and Information Center,
a small PIRG in Albuquerque, and
he has studied tax problems, the
cost of bank credit and il
subdivision involved in interstate
land sales. He said PIRGs are "an
essential component of a complex

ECHOLS·
FOR GOVERNPR
.

material witness rather ·than a
suspect. Federal bank robbery
warrants have been issued for four
other suspects,

There has been speculation by
her family and authorities that
Miss Hearst was forced to
participate, and it was for that
reason she was named only as a

i======-;.

Case Fotms

PIRG Candidates
Yesterday's LOBO's summation
of the candidates running for the
PIRG board inadvertently did not
include two of the
candidates-Kenneth Schultz and
Gregory Cowan. Here are their
quruifications:

did any of my comrades
intentionally point their guns at
me.n
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Their main goal is "prevent
student exploitation in the
manner that PIRG is .attempting,"
he said.
PIRG's election of directors is a
sham, he said, since the candidates
will be "the same people who are
pushing so hard for student
funding. It's like countries where
the Party puts up a slate of
'approved' candidates from which
you make your choice, In essence,
there is no choice,
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State Senator Odis Echols
will visit the UNM campus
on Friday, April 26 from
1 :00 to 4:00 P.M at the Sigma Chi House.

Re,.,•hm.ents and mu•ic. All invited!

Minor Tune-ups-No Maior Overhauls
4~30-6:00 p.~.
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Nobody makes malt liquor like Schlitz. Nobody.

Comp. Lit. Program Puts On A New Face
By RICH ROBERTS
Of The Lobo Staff

The Comparative Literature program at UNM
is putting on a new face, planning to expand and
revive interest in comparative study.
To kick off, the program's committee invited
Horst Frenz, professor of English and chairman
of the comparative literature program at Indiana
University, to deliver the Carl Grabo Memorial
Lecture. He also talked "with comparative
literature students and faculty at an informal
meeting.
His advice to the program at UNM was to
"involve your own background."
.
"The base has to be there. In your own case,
eventually the comparative literature program
has to involve the merging of three cultures in
this area, otherwise it exists in a vacuum."
Frenz said interest in comparative literature
started up after World War II. Thirty state
universities are now starting such programs.
While comparative literature if fairly new in the
United States, he said it was a particularly strong
study in France. Frenz attributed this to the
more rigorous standards of examination in
European gymnasium whe~e languages are an
important part of the curricula.
He said the function of comparative literature
is to examine a specific aspect in a number of
writers with .the aim of comparing a period,
genre, theme or motif. He added it was not
necessarily to find the connections between
writers.
"We are looking for the similarities and
differences-how they stack up," Frenz said.
"How they combine and how they differ. It is
possible to throw new light on one author by
comparison to another."
He cited, as an example, the study of
transnational reception and influence of an
author to see how that au thor's importance
stands up outside the native country. Other areas
he mentioned were comparisons of: sources and
model.s, translations, literature with other
disciplines such as art or philosophy and the
works of a bilingual writer like Samuel Beckett.
Frenz said comparative literature could deal
with dramatists in two different languages such
as Shakespeare and Racine with the view of
finding their total contribution to the

development of drama by examining similarities,
achievements and differences in their works.
On the organizational aspect of the program,
he said it had to be interdepartmental.
"The program is only as good as the teachers
and departments are. Comparative literature
must work- as an intermediary between various
departments. Foreign language is the center of it
all. The more people involved, the better.''
He said comparative literature programs_ can "
"take risks", experiment with courses. He cited a
course in concrete poetry offered at Indiana
which had attracted students to the serious study
of poetry who otherwise would not be interested
. in poetry.
A major objection to comparative literature
programs is that students will be lured away from
established courses. Frenz said he had found this
was not the case at all but rather that students
were added to existing programs by their interest
in comparative literature. "We have had definite proof that comparative
literature has not taken a single student from any
department but rather added to the enrollments
in various departments."
"What .is at stake is not one language or
department but the humaqities," he added. "We
should be brining students back to the

A major objection to comparative
literature programs is that students
will be lured away from established
courses. Frenz said this was not the
case at all.
humanities and comparative literature is one way
of doing it. We all profit from it."
Shirley Guthrie, chairperson of the
Comparative Literature Committtee at UNM,
said Frenz's visit was the beginning of the
program's revived interest at UNM. She said the
program will be expanding by one course per
semester.
In the fall a new course dealing with the
comparative basis of literature will be taught by
Lee Johnson, assistant professor of English.
-Guthrie said- this will be an introductory course

DOONESBURY

to explain the techniques of comparative
literature. She said Johnson would concentrate
on the influence of French writers on William
Faulkner.
When asked why a student should major in
comparative literature, Guthrie replied that it
could be useful for a student seeking a position
as high school teacher. She said a person would
need proficiency in more than one area of
literature.
"The comparative literature major shows that
a person has real working knowledge in more
than one language," she said. "It suggests to
those employing such a teaoher that this person
is qualified and capable of teaching world
literature in a high school or j_unior college."
She said for a student with fluency in two or
more languages, comparative literature is a
. recognized, traditional major in the College of
Arts and Sciences rather than combined major
under BUS.
She added that comparative literature "allows
flexibility for students who know more than one
language and enables them to use their
knowledge of languages and also enables them to
be more selective in the area of interest."
Like Indiana, the program at UNM is
interdepartmental depending upon the
co-operation of the English and Modern and
Classical Languages Department.
Guthrie said she hoped it would be an
opportunity for students to take interdisiplinary
courses and an opportunity for faculty to teach
certain courses and serve as a creative outlet for
faculty.
One problem the program faces is financing in
an institution with limited funding.
"Finances limit the autonomy of the
program," Guthrie said. "As a· co·operative
program, however, it bridges the gulf between
the deaprtments without having the
independence."
She said there was hope for increased funding
if demands for courses and enrollments by
students as majors increase and also if the
program can show an increase in enrollments of
other departments due to comparative literature.
Students having questions or interest in the
comparative literature program should see
Shirley Guthrie at her office in Bandelier Hall.

Because of a shortage of space in today's LOBO, News
Editor George Johnson's reports on Friday's' Housing
Committee meeting co11cerning the desk at
Laguna·DeVargas and Friday night's meeting with Dean
Mary Morell and about 150 dorm residents will appear in
Monday's LOBO.

by Garry Trudeau

New Mexico Union
Games Area
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United Press· Internati'onal .

Portuguese Premier Overthrown
LISBON-The Portuguese army overthrew Premier
Marcelo Caetano yesterday in a coup that ended 46 years of
dictatorship, The· end came in a tank, cannon and machine
gun assault against a convent building where the 67·year·old
premier had defied demands he resign.
Caetano was succeeded by Gen. Antonio De Spinola, the
liberal-minded African war hero whom Caetano fired for
saying Portugal could not win the 13·years of colonial
warfare in the African possessions of Angola, Mozambique
and Portuguese Guinea.
A serfes of announcements from the rebels who seized
the national radio and television stations in the early hours
of the 12·hour coup promised free elections and restoration
of civil rights. The rebels said one reason for the revolt was
a foreign policy that gave no promise of an end to the
African wars.

Nixon Gets Time
WASHINGTON-The House Judiciary Committee agreed
Thursday to give President Nixon fi\'e more days to respond
to its subpoena for tapes on the Watergate cover·up, but
warned him against reading the 34·4 as a sign of weakness.
The committeee also received a report that its legal staff
was setting aside 19 allegations against the President to
permit concentration on 37 other priority questions, most
of them dealing with possible criminal violations such as
income tax fraud.

Soviet Arms For Syria
Soviet warships were reported steaming through the
Dardanelles bound for Syria with cargoes of late·model
missiles and warplanes Thursday as Israeli and Syrian
gunners battled on the Golan Heights for the 45th
consecutive day.
Turkish authorities in Istanbul reported two Soviet
warships passed through the Dardanelles strait into the
Mediterranean during the day and said they carried
sophisticated arms for Syria.

Lived And Let Die

:riONTGOMERY, ALA. (UPI)Fourteen months ago State
Trooper Kenneth Lassiter saved
the life of motorist Ray Barton in
an auto crash. Afterwards Lassiter
charged Barton with drunk
driving, but Barton beat the
charge and kept his driver's
license.
Last week Lassiter was
killed-by a pickup truck allegedly
driven by Barton.
Barton, who was charged with
manslaughter, told police he was
too drunk to remember hitting
Lassiter.
In the earlier accident, Feb. 12,
197 3, Barton, according to the
department of public safety, lost
control of his pickup truck on a
curve. When Lassiter found him
he was bleeding to death with a
severed artery. The 51-year·old
trooper managed to stop the
bleeding and radioed for an
A meeting of all ASUNM. Senators
has been called for 2 p.m. today In
Room 231-E of the SUB to discuss the
appointment of Steve Schroeder as the
new Popular Entertainment Committee
chairperson. The meeting is open to
the public,
Com c to the Students for
E11vlronmental Action's bike rally
tomorrow at 10 a.m. We will meet at
the entrance to the State Fairgrounds
and ride down Central to Robinson
Park on 8th and Central. Call 27 7· 27 3 8
for info, Froo rcfercshments.
'BLUE KEY, senior men's honorary,
will be accepting applications through
today, Applications are avaUable at
Dean Robert's office In Mesa Vista
Hall,
Tonight. persons of all sexes are
invited to a gay folks party at the
lntemational Center at 7:30 p,m.
Remember to bring music and/or

ambulance. Barton, 33, was saved,
and Lassiter eventually charged
him with drunk driving.
When the case reached court,
the judge reduced the charge to
rec ldess driving and permitted
Barton to keep his driver's license.
Last Friday, Lassiter stopped
another car near the place where
he had saved Barton's life. He
wrote the motorist a warning
ticket and was walking back to his
patrol car when a battered pickup
truck swerved across the road and
headed toward him.
The trooper started to run, but
was hit and killed before he could
duck around the back fender.
The truck kept going, but the
following day Barton turned
himself over to the sheriff's office.
He told authorities he had been
out drinking and could not
remember driving home, or who
was at the wheel of the truck.
After being charged with
manslaughter, Barton was freed
on $3,000 bond.

VIGILANTES
The sophomore men's
honorary, which provides
an opportunity for leadership and recognition of
scholastic ability, is accepting applications. They
may be picked up in Dean
Gallegos' office.

munchies.

N be on Crusades For Support
JACKSON, MISS.-President Nixon, making a new bid
for public support, said today if the nation does not fail
during these "very difficult" days, the world will look back
25 years from now and say, "God bless America."
Nixon made the prediction. before a cheering crowd
attending the 25th annual meeting of the Mississippi
Economic Council. He was interrupted by applause more
than 30 times.
"A day will come-I can see it now," Nixon said, that
"an American president will stand here and will look back
and say, 'they did not fail when the going was very difficult
and the American leadership so important to the world.' "

The five time winner
of world's championship

EDWARD GARGANI

Blue Key NatioJ?.al Honorary

from Argentina

'
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Law Enforcement

A Coast Guard recruiting
officer will be at the
Placement Office on
29 April.

~
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Will appear at
12 noon & 3:30
April 26, 1974
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By JEFF LEE

For the construction of
bikeways citywide, $200,000 is
Besides electing a city council budgeted.
and mayor May 7, Albuquerque
The $5,180,000 in bonds for
voters will approve or disapprove storm sewers is the second largest
ten proposals requiring the item to be voted on. It will not be
issuance of bonds by the city.
supplemented by federal or state
All ten proposals add up to funds, The two largst
$20,740,000 in bonds which will expenditures will be $1,860,000
generate about another $40 for the Tramway East Storm
million in federal and state aid System and $1,410,000 for the
and special assessments, figures East Side Arroyo Protection
from the City's Capitol System. Storm sewers for paving
lmprovemen ts Program ( CIP) staff districts along with miscellaneous
indicated,
projects are budgeted for
About a third of the bonds are $1,100,000.
c·armarked for street
The $2,425,000 in bonds for
improvements. A quarter are liquid waste are projected to
designated for storm drainage. generate $10,425,000 when
Parks and recreation, water, and combined with federal and state
liquid . waste programs are each aid. The largest project is
alloted about 11 per cent of the $1,750,000 for policy lines
bonds while the transit and fire extension and rehabilitation.
Phase II plant improvements
departments are set to receive
three and a third per cent and the are budgeted for $450,000 with
$2 million in federal money to be
library, one per cent.
The CIP staff said 19 of every added. South valley sewers are
20 dollars spent on the public listed to receive $4,375,000 from
. works projects will be spent inside federal and state aid, l:lut no bond
the city limits, which leaves $1 money is included for that
million to be spent outside the project.
The $2,395,000 water bonds
city.
Voters are being asked to are projected to generate
approve $6,770,000 in bonds for $3,795,000 with the added
street improvements which are $1,400,000 coming from special
proieoted to generate assessments.
$16,081,100. Of the estimated · The largest project is waterline
total, $1,937,500 is df!signated for replacement which is set at
repaving streets and intersections, $804,000. Assessment District
rehabilitating the Coal Ave. Extensions are budgeted for
viaduct and equipment storage $350,000, and the Valley Gardens
Extension is set for $175,000.
yards.
Another $1,700,000 is set aside Two other large projects are
to link Bridge Blvd. with Stadium. $367,000 and $368,000 for a
The construction of Tramway Rd. College Trunk Well and a Mainline
from Central to Montgomery is Trunk Well.
set to get $2,185,000. A million
The $1,895,000 in bonds for
dollars is earmarked to widen recreation and $465,000 for
Juan Tabo from Central to public parks are projected to
Montgomery.
generate a total of $5,039,000
Traffic signal improvements are when coupled with federal aid and
budgeted at $1,800,000. city and county school system
Intersection widening and money,
channelization projects are to get
The biggest project is the
$875,000 while the widening of construction of two swimming
the east and west 1·25. frontage pools at a cost of $2,050,000. The
roads, both north and south, is set Rio Grande Zoo Clinic and Office
at $2,190,000.
On April 29 in the Sub BaUroom
The widening of Coors Rd.
there wiD be literature on the rnayorial
from Central to 1·40' and 1·40 to candidates
from 10 a.m.•2 p.m.
Montano is budgeted for
Applications for VigUantes, the
$1,900,000, and $491,000 is set
aside to connect the two roads. soph. mcn•s honorary, can be picked
up In Dean GllUea:os' office In Mesa
The widening of Bridge Blvd. is Vista.
set to cost $5 24,000, !lnd
Larry Robbin wiD speak In SUB
$525,000 is aimed at connecting
Bauroorn on Fri. and have a film, "Red
Central to Gold and the west end Detachment
of Women" at 7:30.
"Y".
Of The Lobo Staff

Do you know this man?

General Agent
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This Saturday, April 27, the Students for Environmental Action will hold a Bicycle Rally. Meet us at 10:00
am at the main gate of the State Fair Grounds off
Central Avenue and ride down Central to Robinson
·Park. There will be music, pizza, prizes, R.C. Cola and
Seven,.Up for every participant-Absolutely Free! Join
us along the way if you wish.
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National life Insurance
proudly introduces

Ray E. Cramer, C.l.U.
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1. Frank's Pizza
5700 Centrdl Ave. SW
2. Jim's Bike Rack..
1432 Eubank Blvd. NE

3. Mountain Sports, LTD.
11 01 San Pedro NE

"'....~

$3,465,000, the CIP staff said. ~
Most of the additional money will
come from federal matching
money on a one to four ratio for ~·
8
the purchase of buses.
The largest project is the t:;j
purchase of 52 45·passenger e.
buses. City bonds of $520,000 '<
will be matched by $2,050,000 in
federal money. Another $108,000 .0~
is also set aside to buy 30
>
rnini·buses.
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You should!

Robert is an outstanding student at UNM completing his
M.B.A. and is a career life underw.riter with us.
As a result, we feel this is an excellent opportunity for you
to discuss your financial plans with somebody that knows
and cal\!s about your future. Caii:•~4J-5679

New Mexico Daily

are to receive $300,000, as are
gymnasiums at Bellamah and
Snow Parks.
A bike trail and loop are set for
$280,000, as is a project for a
softball complex in the southeast
portion of the city. Tennis court
construction is set at $192,000,
and $150,000 is earmarked for
construction of a rifle and pistol
range on the west side of the city.
- Advance land acquisition is
'El
budgeted at $200,000, with half
of t·hat coming from federal
F>
sources.
•
Nothing cornier than a Carn Dal)!
1-'
The $686,983 in bonds for the
<D
-.1
fire department will not generate
any additionill funds. The largest
""'
fire project is $408,400 for a
station at St. Joseph and Coors.
Enlarging the communication
center is budgeted at $90,720,
while rerouting of fire alarm cable
Open late nights!
throughout the city is set at
$60,000.
Sun· Thurs till 1 :00 am
Replacement of fire fighting
Fri & Sat till 3 :00 am
and rescue appartus is budged at
$$~5~7~,:5~0~0~w~h~ile~~F~ir~e:_:A~c:_:a~d~e~m~y~~:::;::::=~~:=~~~:::~~~~~~~~::::=~:::~~~~
-

I
Robert C. jackson Ill.
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$20 Million In Bond Proposals Outlined
improvements are listed at
$50,363.
The $200,000 library bond will
go to purchase library· media and
will not generate additional
money.
A $25,000 project for storage
of insect and rodent control
equipment will also not generate'
additional funds.
The $695,000 in bonds for the
transit department will generate

'I§

4. Olympic Cyci!IS Inc.
816 San Mateo Blvd. SE
5. Seven-Up Bottling Co.
2101 Claremont Ave. NE

6. Wagner's Bicycle
4708 Lomas Blvd. NE
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Editorial

Page
Today's editorial page is devoted to four letters which we feel
best reflect student feelings surrounding the PI RG elections and
the recent controversy within the dorms. Both sides of both
issues are well represented here.

PIRG Elections Condemned
The New Mexico Public Interest Research Group (NMPIRG)
continues merrily on its way in its drive to trample individual rights and
freedom into the dust. Now they will inflict an "election" on us to
choose their interim Board of Directors. Since the Statements of
Candidacy will naturally come from the most active PI RG supporters, it
appears this "election" will be rather like the one party elections held
in some foreign countries.
PI RG bases its arguments for a mandatory fee on existing student
activity fees and the student health insurance plan. What PI RG neglects
to tell any one is that the health insurance plan is voluntary. As for the
. activity and athletic fees, these fees are wrong, and the students have
voted against them. Because we are already being robbed by two
mandatory fees does not justify our being robbed by a third.
PIRG activists claim they have to have mandatory funding or else
they cannot operate. If their goals and ideals are as noble as they claim,
why can't they attract enough voluntary contributions? Their claim to
be working in the public interest (who decides what the public interest
is?) is their justification for their fee, but what if I do not agree with
PI RG's definition of public interest? Must I be forced to support it
through mandatory fees? This is but one aspect of PIRG's contempt for
individual freedom. Another is their unwillingness to permit the
opposition a voice. Over seventy-five anti-PI RG posters and fliers have
been torn down, sometimes to make room for PI RG posters.
PI RG also takes liberty with the truth when it claims to have three
times as many names on their petition as voted in the student elections
this month. In the ASUNM election the polls were only open for two
days~lhe PIRG petition drive has been going on for several weeks now.
ASUNM might do well in a three week election.
At a time in this country's history when people are beginning to
discover that government control is wrecking our economy and putting
its greedy hands even deeper into our pockets, along comes a group that
will aggravate these problems by lobbying in city hall, in Santa Fe, and
in Washington for more controls, more regulations, and more ta)(es to
pay for the bureaucrats who will enforce the controls.
I urge all students to show PI RG the same contempt we have for
ASUNM by not voting in the PI RG elections on Thursday and Friday
of this week. A low turn out will be a blow to PIRG's claim to
represent the students when it is time for the Regents to decide on the
PI RG fee.
John Patrick Anamosa

PIRG Elections Supported
In the last few days I have campus is a long time.
noticed mimeographed posters
·The other insinuation is that
around campus advocating the PIRG is 'elitist'. This allegation is
boycott of PI RG elections' on the equally absurd. Are the 7,600
grounds that they are "a fraud." students who have already signed
Perhaps the gentleman who the petition an elite? Certainly the
posted them could explain his leadership is not. Of the present
viewpoint in more detail. We feel organizers, few if any were
this is an unsupportable, involved with any student
meaningless allegation.
organizations before PI RG. If that
Preparations for this election kind of grassroots organizations is
are as old as our organization is. elitism, then we need more of it!
The dates were set over a month As for the board candidates, half
ago. They were first announced as of them have taken no part in the
early as three weeks ago at our organizational effort thus far. So
press conference. Public notices many new talents and interests
have been in the Lobo since will start making the decisions
Friday. Eighteen candidates very soon. As the Lobo editorial
representing all parts of the said two days ago, "The only
university are running for the 11 e)(cuse not to vote is disinterest."
board positions. All registered If you are concerned with the
students may vote at one of 6 direction PIRG leadership will
locations on campus, over a two take, the intelligent thing to do is
day period (Thursday and to make your concerns felt
Friday). Candidates' statements through your voting power. Not
will be postl!d at each of the to vote is to deny yourself the
stations so voters can make right to mold your leadership.
intelligent chocies between the Ho-w this will further your
diverse candidates. Everything has convictions is beyond me.
Kathy Taylor
been done to make these the most
AI Rodriguez
legitimate elections on this

'PICK UP YOUR CHECKS AT THE REAR DOOR -

THIS ENTRANCE IS FOR REAL VETERANS!'

Praises For The Dorm Articles
Dear Sir:
I was happy to see the feature article in the
Lobo on the situation in the dormitories. In my
two years as a dorm resident I have come to
know, trust, and respect, through our system of
government, many fine and outstanding people.
Those I know and Respect the most are: Bud
Hall, former Dean of laguna·DeVargas dorm,
John Peterson, my former Head Resident for two
years, Larry Mangus, and Chris Betts, my former
advisor for this year. As a result of Dean Mary
Morell, none of these respected and qualified
people are serving the dorms anymore.
Many things have happened since Bud Hall
resigned, and the effect of resentment, mistrust,
and apathy has been snowballing. Among our
major complaints have been the closing of the
office for Laguna-DeVargas, which is to be
moved to' Santa Clara Hall, and ceases to become
a service we consider important. The bad part is
that we would not have been told of this had it
not been for rumors. Nor have we officially been
informed that rates are to be raised for next
semester. My biggest complaint is that several
qualified, and interested people have been
drummed out of our system by Mary Morell.
Another disturbing factor in this is that we
have no real place to turn to in the immediate
chain of command. Mary Morell's superior is her
roommate, Karen Glaser. We are now trVing to
take our problems to the Housing Committee,
which is the governing body of the dorms. I sat
on this committee, and know what a joke it is. I

have serious doubts that our problems wi II be
taken to heart, especially since the committee
has Mary Morell, and chairwoman, Karen Glaser.
We are going to try, as this is where we are
supposed to go with these problems. As things
stand now, we are forced to accept the changes
forced upon us, despite petitions, and rigorous
complaints to Mary Morell, personally.
It has become obvious that Mary Morell no
longer holds much respect from her staff nor the
students she is supposed to be serving. When
these conflicts of interest happen, the job cannot
be done in the best interest of all. At this point it
would be best for Mary Morell to resign, But I'm
afraid that's like asking Richard Nixon to leave
freely. What I would like to see done is to once
again separate the offices of Housing and the
Dean of Students. If this were to happen, the
dorms could once again be run by people who
only have interests in students' well being here. I
don't feel the Dean of Students office has any
business in helping to run the dorms. If this
could be split up, we might have a chance for
some peace again, and hopefully some new
personnel.
Hopefully our complaints will be heard, and
the dorms can once again be a pleasant and
convenient place to live, Without the
bureaUcratic scandals and conflicts of interest
that now exist.
Ed Weinbrecht
Res., DeVargas Hall

Lobo's Motivation Questioned
Dear Editor,
In regard to the recent LOBO articles
concerning the dormitory situation we would
like to e)(press our feelings as to the validity of
your coverage. Fully recognizing that some
injustices have occurred, we also feel very
strongly that the issues are not at all clear-cut.
Each separate action taken by the Deans is very
complex. Some may overlap, others remain
isolated events that seem to occur
simultaneously. The only resolution and
constructive outlet for future dormitory
generations wi II and has come from individuals;
those closely involved in working these things
out with the Deans in as mature and dynamic a
way as possible.
Another point we feel very strongly about is
that individuals have the right to speak for
themselves and themselves only, and should not
be considered as spokesmen for the situations of
others. If they feel well-informed enough to
speak about someone else's circumstances they
should feel similarly compelled to have their
names listed as the source of information. By this
we mean that second·hand quotes do not merit
quotation marks. The same goes for the LOBO
journalists. We feel that before you print

second·hand information as fact you should
question your motivations for these actions. If a
responsible journalist can't get a person involved
to communicate with him then he should assume
that the individual has his reasons for not taking
the journalist into his confidence. We firmly
believe that a person has the right to request his
issue not be discussed publicly and that you
should rfr>pect this right.
It is to be expected that the LOBO does act
only on what it hears, and as many persons chose
not to discuss the issues with the newspaper,
these opinions will not be represented. We chose
to discuss our feelings where we felt the most
constructive good would be achieved and that is
in open honest communication with those
involved. I think that you must ask yourselves
why other persons, those deeply involved and
those who are strong in their opinions as to the
matter of injustice, chose not to share the matter
with the press, those not to make the issue one
of table conversation and of personal
interpretation. When you really care what
happens you direct your interests to a deeper
'understanding and not to journalistic
simplification.
Laura Marcus
Anne Stehli
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"ISRAEL"
Roman Frister
(McGraw·Hill/$12.95)
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by Charles Andrews
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Will the cycle be unbroken?
-the cycle of lousy concerts,
brought to UNM by a "Popular
Entertainment" Committee who
acts in ignorance of what is either
good or popular•..•
Not for at least another year, it
appears-unless a whole lot of
people care enough to let the
ASUNM ·senators know how they
feel about it.
The senate is on the verge of
confirming the nomination of
President Gil Gonzales' choice for
the position of PEC chairperson;
Steve Schroeder, currently a
member of PEC.
Had it not been for the
objections raised by Sen. Louis
Tempkin at Wednesday night's
senate meeting· as to Schroeder's
qualifications as outlined by
Gonzales, further questioned by
Sen. Mike Benavidez and a few
· others, Schroeder's confirmation
would have sailed through as
easily as most of the other
nominations.
And you'd have wound up with
yet another PEC chairperson who
• has only a marginal knowledge of
music, who could obviously do no
better than to choose a new
committee with no more
knowledge than himself. From
which committee the following
year's chairperson will be
chosen-and so on, and so on. A
cycle of ignorance.
I wanted to see that cycle
broken. But the only person
currently on PEC who I feel has
the knowledge and good judgment
to do that-Noel Gordon-did not
apply for the position. Since the
functions of PEC and especially
the duties of the chairperson are
of such a complex nature, it had
been declared by Gonzales, and
rightly so, that he would only
consider for the joq current or
past members of PEC-or,
possibly, someone from the
"outside" who seemed unusually
qualified.
When I learned that I could be
considered a part of PEC because
of my close work with the
committee, I decided to put my
actions where my complaining
mouth had been all year and
apply for the position. It was a
decision I had actually made
several weeks earlier: I had
applied after the resignation of
then-Chairperson Paul Richardson
in mid-February. But at that time
th en·President Ross Perkal
decided to let the matter fall to
the next ASUNM President by
stalling for three weeks and then
naMing PEC member Janice
Michael as acting chairperson.
I never mentioned in print that
I was vying for the position, either
then or now, because I naively
thought the nomination and
confirmation would be made
solely on the basis of
qualifications. I ignored what
"insiders" had been telling me for
weeks, and what Schroeder
himself had confidentlY declared
(assuming the election to the
presidency of his friend Gil) five
or six months ago: that there was
no way anyone but Schroeder
would be named,
Wednesday's senate meeting
was an education for me. Not
only did I see political
considerations take precedent
over qualifications in Schroeder's
nomination, but I quickly and
disheateningly realized that the
senators would consider the
nomination with a. false
impression of what the
qualifications should be.
The senators seem to view the
PEC chairpersonsbip as they do

similar positions on other
committees: that it is strictly a
coordination position, requiring
only the skill to help the various
parties involved work together
and to PI\:¥. attention to details. I
don't discount the importance of
this aspect of the job in the
slightest, and I'm certainly aware
of what it involves, After three
years of covering . PEC meetings
and functions (and all that goes
on in between) as LOBO Arts &
Media Editor, I feel certain I
know at least as much about the
chairperson's duties, and probably
more, than anyone now on the
committee, After that three years
of coordinating, arts and media
coverage for the newspaper,
overseeing a staff (albeit skeleton
at times) and acting as middleman
between artist and community, I
feel my coordinating abilities are
proven and certainly no less than
Schroeder's untested, unproven,
skills in this area.
But what I would like to
change the senators' minds
about-and I think it will be
impossible unless a great number
of students who would like to see
the quality of concerts improved
speak up at the informal senate
discussion meeting this
afternoon-is the importance of
choosing someone for the PEC
chair position who knows and
cares about music. I feel the single
most important action the new
chairperson will take during the
coming year will be the selection
of the new committee members.
They are the ones who will decide
who you get a chance to see and
hear for the next year, and who
will be rejected. It would be
absurd to put me in charge of
selecting architects and engineers
for a building project at UNM. It
seems just as outrageous to me to
fill this position with someone
who is not living and breathing
music, all other qualifications
being equal (as I think they are in
this case). Is a smoothly-run,
q uadrophonic Lawrence Welk

Although the concept of Israel
as the homeland of the Jews goes
back thousands of years, Israel as
a political entity officially
recognizes its twenty·fifth
anniversary only today.
"ISRAEL: Years of Crisis,
Years of Hope," is the official
document of this first quarter
century of the nation's existence.
Roman Frister, who wrote and
edited the book, is one of Israel's
j ou rn ali s ts. He specializes in

The first is by the late David
Ben·Gurion, who was Prime
Minister from the time of the
creation of the state up to 1963
(roughly 15 years). ·The foreword written by him
just before his death gives the
reader· an insight into the reasons
for his actions, his thoughts, his
hopes for the future.
The second foreword is by Yigl
Allon, Deputy Prime Minister of
Education and Culture. This
foreword begins: "Education for
humanity in time of war? The
question itself betrays the
difficutly and contradictions in
the subject, for humanity and war
are diametrically opposed."
Dayan
The third foreword is by Moshe
Dayan, Minister of Defense. In
World War II he fought with the
Qritish and in the War of
Independence he served as the
head of a commando battalion.
But one cannot leaf through

IT'S TIME TO REFORM
CAMPAIGN FINANCING
John W. Gardner, Chairman
Common Cause
Former Secretary
of Health, Education and Wei/are

"Wouldn't it be great If you didn't have to take a single
dime from anybody?" said Senator Philip Hart of Michl·
gan. He had in mind the uncomfortable, sometimes degrading, experiences that political candidates have when
they go hat·ln·hand to potential donors for contributions.
The costs of political campaigns have gone sky-high.
And monied special interests are always glad to meet
those costs in behalf of the candidate. The inevitable
result has been corruption, scandal and public mistrust
of the political process.
Today in most districts and states, candidates can't
run for public office unless they are rich, or unless they
are willing to put themselves under obligation to sources
of funds. That Isn't the kind of country we started out
to be.
There are honest contributors who give out of conviction, and there are honest politicians who don't repay
gifts with political favors. But let's face it: most large
political gifts are made with the intent to buy influence,
buy votes, buy politicians.
The first principle of free self-government is account·
ability of government to the citizen. Elections are the
chief means through which citizens enforce that accountability. But if the winning candidate feels that his first
obligation Is to his big campaign donors, public accountability is destroyed.
Here are some of the necessary ingredients ol reform.
1) There must be low ceilings on individual or com·
mittee gifts.
2) There must be limits on spending- although
these must not be set too low or they will handicap
·
challengers.
3) There must be full public disclosure of all gifts
and expenditures. One of the most powerful forces for
clean government ever discovered is the light of day.
4) There must be an independent enforcement com·
mission with subpoena powers and the power to go to
court. It is shocking but true that no federal campaign
financing law has ever been seriously enforced by the
Justice Department.
Many are now beginning to see that there is one further
necessary ingredient if we are to have a responsible and
competitive political system- namely, an element of
public financing in campaigns.
Money for campaigns need not come totally and ex·
elusively from public funds. The bill recently debated in
the Senate permits a role for money from private sources,
although it places a ceiling on the size of gifts. It encourages small private contributions by providing that they
will be matched up to $100 each with public funds at the
primary level.
No candidate in the primaries will receive any federal
matched funds unless he or she has demonstrated the
abiflty to raise small private gifts up to a specific thresh·
hold amount. This will screen out frivolous candidates or
candidates with no constituency.
There are legitimate questions as to the mechanics of
public financing, but these questions can be dealt with.
The real question is whether we Intend to put behind us
once and for all a system of campaign financing in which
money can buy political outcomes.
There is much more to do. And the time to do it Is now.
The American people are tired of being bilked and manip·
ulated. It's time to give this country back to Its people.
For additional information, write Common Cause, 2030 M
·
St. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

Israel's social problems and has
won three important journalistic
awards. He is associate editor of
the weekend supplement of
HaAretz. Born in Poland 44 years
ago, he settled in Israel in 1957,
after serving as a foreign
correspondent in western Europe
and the Far East.
Almost equaling the balance of
the book in importance are three
forewords by three men who are
inseparable from Israel's history.
concert what most students want?
I think the furor over the
recent Van Morrison proposal
proves otherwise. (Schroeder
voted "No" to the bitter end.) If
you care about the quality of
concerts at UNM, you'll show up
today for that meeting, 2 p.m. in
SUB room 231·E.
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this book without being
impressed, horribly impressed,
with the fact that for most of the x
25 years of its existence, the state
has been forced to fight way on t:i
anywhere from one to three 10
fronts. Perhaps a few more picture '<::l
pages could have been given over
to what is modem in Israel today: cr
buildings, farms, universities, 9
libraries, and research facilities.
~
..
To be able to comprehend what
Israel is today, perhaps a quote ::l
t-'
from the book will help: "Two ~
generations of Israelis-and there li)
is no spiritual cleavage betwen ~
them, That may be the great ,....
secret of Israeli society, which
does not .surfer yet from the curse
of loosening ties and weakening
values, now hitting the advanced
western countries. The challenges
and the struggles for survival are
at the roots of all public life in the
state of Israel, even now, in the
twenty·fifth year of its
independent existence."
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Colette's 'Chetl' ·
Het ffiastetplece
"CHERI" and "THE LAST OF
"CHERI"
Colette
(PengUin/$1.50).

* •• *'

Qy JENNY CALVIN
The book jacket assures us that
in these novels "Colette reached
the peak of her exquisitely
• perverse act," which might tempt
some of you who otherwise
wouldn't pick it up from the rack;
but you will be disappointed--or
perhaps delighted by what is more
aptly described as an exquisitely
beautiful and gentle love story.
"Cheri," first published in 1920,
is considered Colette's
masterpiece.
Colette tells the classic story of
a love affair between a very young
man and a middle·aged woman,
and manages to tell it without the
pathetically saccharine . style of
"The Graduate" or the distinctly
moralizing tone of Edith
Wharton's "The Mother's
Recompense."
Simply, Cheri, 18 years old,
spoiled, and handsome as the
devil, begins an affair with his
courtesan·mother's long time
courtesan·friend, Lea. The first
section, "Cheri," is the story of
his breaking away from Lea to
marry an innocent young girl,
after six years of tender, sensual
indolence with Lea-six years of
! being petted and protected by the
: ·' rather motherly arms of Lea.
' ''.:
.Not the Same
To their confusion and dismay
Lea and Cheri; once apart,
discover they had loved each
other; after resenting and abusing
his young wife for six months,
Cheri tries to return to Lea. But
the. interruption in their love
affair has irrevocably altered his
vision of Lea. For the first time he
realizes that she is old. His love

his society wife runs a hospital,
his mother is in the shipping
industry-even Lea has become a
business woman, Lea has not only
come to terms with the new, she
has also finally accepted her aging.
Gray·haried, corset·less, fat and
bland, she moves comfortably
through the new routines,
routines which for her have
substituted love and sex with
good memories. Cheri is lost,
completely alone and detached in
his world of hopelessly impotent
memories and dreams.

Named·Lawtence Fellow

New York City novelist,
short-story writer, and critic, Alan
Friedman, has received this year's
D. H. Lawrence Fellowship
awarded by UNM to artists of
promise• and excellence,
Friedman's novel
"Hermaphrodeity;
The
One of the latest Beatles
rumors, from a source reportedly Autobiography of a Poet" was
close to at least one of the Fab published by Alfred Knopf in
Four (Oh, what Watergate has 1972 and was' nominated for the
done to our writing!) has three National Book Award. A number
Beatles, all but Lennon ready to of his works have been published
band together, for either an album in periodicals including Paris
or the tour so far announced as a Review, .New American Review,
Harrison tour, Meantime, John is Partisan Review, and
producing Nilsson's next.LP at the Mademoiselle. Reviews and
Record Plant in L.A. with articles on the art of the novel
immeasurable help from Ringo, have appeared in the New York
Mick, Kalus, Jim Keltner, and Times Book Review, Partisan
Review, and the Hudson Review.
Kenny Ascher.
-from ROLLING STONE's Friedman's full·len,gth
"

Beatles to Tout?

Transition to Modern Fiction,"
was published by l;)xford
University Press in 1966.
The Fellowshi-p winner
completed his undergraduate
work 11t Harvard and received
graduate degrees from Col~mbia
and the University of California at
Berkeley.
The annual Lawrence
Fellowship involves free summer
residence at the Lawrence Ranch
north of Taos, and a small
stipend.

·we REALLY MOVE
OOR TAILANDYOORS
TO CHICAGO
FOR$86.

($9Jess than anybody's Coach fare)

We also have the only Economy service to
HOUSTON
$64
SAVE$ 7
DALLAS
$51
SAVE$ 6
EL PASO
$25
SAVE$ 4
for her isn't strong enough to
conquer his fear of her age, so he
gives up and goes home.
The story is set in the sparkling
but decaying world of pre-World
War l Paris, and Colette's
fascinating use of descriptive
detail emphasizes this same
livliness within the decaY in
character's faces, expressions, and
clothes: Playing cards and
drinking brandy, "Madame
Alonza, an aged ballerina, with
legs eternally swathed in
bandages, was distorted with
rheumatism, and wore her shiny
black wig a little askew."
"The Last of Cheri" picks up
the story five years later-after tile
rather significant five year period
during which World War I utterly
destroyed the old social
structures. Cheri, now 30 years
old; somehow got lost in the
transition. All the women in his
life are a part· of the new world:

And the only direct Economy service to
SAN FRANCISCO
$71
SAVE $10
DENVER
$34
SAVE $ 5
We're the only airline to offer Economy fares
throughout our route system. So depending where
home is, it may cost you less to fly Continental.
So call your travel agent, our partner in getting things
done, or Continental at 842-8220. Elsewhere in New
Mexico, toll free at (800) 525-9775. We can probably
get you where you live-for less.
Fares indude ta)(,

We really move our tail for you.

CONTINENTAL
AIRUNES
The Proud Bird with the
'Tail.
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Run-Down Lobo Athletes Get Tow

By HAROLD SMITH'

through it, and he cut his arm and
Of The Lobo Staff
head. Thre were quite a few
"Fatigue makes cowards of us
stitches, and you could see the
all." That's what Vince Lombardi
bone. The amazing thing about it
was he came back and started
said, and that's what is written on
a big red sign above the door
playing again in three weeks.
Things have changed a little bit
leading into the basement lair of
since Diehm started his career in
UNM 's athletic trainer, L, T.
athletics. He worked at Michigan
"Tow" Diehm,
State University for two years
Diehm is in charge of helping
prior to coming to UNM.
ailing Lobos (he's been doing it
Diehm said; "When I became a
for 17 years). His expensive
trainer 27 years ago I learned on
massage parlor is filled with
the job. Today we have a specific
curriculum for athletic trainers.
They have to be P.E. majors and
take courses approved by the
Na tiona! Athletic Trainers
Association."
Diehm was president of that
organization in 1962.
Larry Willoc.k is Diehm's one
full-time assiatant. He is a certified
trainer and· a graduate of UNM.
Tow also has the services of nine
student helpers, and he needs that
help too.
underwear-clad athletes At tho time the basketball team
"We try to prevent injuries,"
whirlpooling their aching limbs, or was leading the WAC, but they Diehm said. "We assist doctors in
lining up at Diehm's office door· were behind by about eight points giving examinations, which all the
to get his opinion on their various · at half time again!it Utah. I think athletes must have to participate.
afflictions. He has all sorts of Daniels was disgusted.
We wrap and tape everybody,
balms and tapes, and even an
He had been playing hard, and During football season we average
ultra·sound. A what?
had been sweating. When he ran in 12·14 hours a day."
Diehm said, "Techniques have
off the floor his hand slipped off
The athletes have almost
improved. Before when we were
the door handle. The door didn't exclusive use of the facilities, but
in that small 12-by-15 room in the open and he just went right Diehm said, "We will treat any
new Johnson Gymnasium we
didn't have ultrasound. The
machine sends out high frequency
sound waves that help
contusions."
Diehm is a 49-year·olcl from
Paola, Kan. He didn't start out
wanting to he an athletic trainer.
Diehm said, "I always had an
(
ambition to be a coach. World
War Two stopped that though. I
got hit by a mortar shell in
France, My high school coach
suggested I try athletic training."
To be a college athlete, most of
whom have scholarships, you have
to be in fairly good shape. But •..
"Swimmers are probably the
best all-around conditioned
athletes," said Diehm who sports
a crew cut. "They use all parts of
their body. Tracksters and
wrestlers are next because of the
endurance required. Gymnasts,
especially at our school, are in real
good condition.
"It's really hard to say what
would be the wout sport
condition·wise. They all have
different types of work. .For
Tow's massage parlor is filled with underwear-clad athletes
instance, look at golf. Have you
ever walked the whole south
whirlpooling their aching limbs. Greg Jones lpictured) causes many
~ourse?"
of those aching limbs that other players require help for.
Tow Diehm has seen plenty of
sore and hurting young men,
Occasionally he said he gets the
individual who "thinks he is hurt
all the time, but usually they go
out and play harder than hell. We
don't have many hypochondriacs
around here."
"Probably the most memorable
incident that has occurred while
I've been here," Diehm said, "was
the time Mel Daniels ran through
the glass door in Johnson Gym.

I

student who has a prescription
from his doctor or the Student
Health Service. This is for our
own protection."
It is doubtful if you would be
able to see Tow himself anyway.
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The trainer's room is like a :!!
miniature BCMC emergency ward. :::::
Fatigue might have slowed
~··
Lombardi's crew, but pain seems ~~i'
to be the number one enemy of 0'
t:l
Tow Diehm.

Football: The annual
Cherry·Silver football game will
be played Saturday at 7:30 at the
~ University Stadium. The game will
:; pit pretty much the same two
l=l teams that played last week in
8 Clovis, NM. (For further details
·~
~
see story below.)
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Baseball: The Lobos find out
today and tomorrow if they are
~ still
in the WAC southern division
..; pennant
chase, when they face the
~
Ql
nation's top ranked baseball team,
Arizona .
Arizona is now 4 7·4 on the
~
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Lobo Prey

season with a 38·1 mark at home.
They lead the southern division of
the WAC at 7·2.
Leigh's Lobos are on a five
game winning streak, after taking
two from New Mexico State and
three from UTEP.
Mike PettenU:!;:iiO is batting .381
which was good enough for 30th
in the nation last week. He· also
leads the Lobos in HRs (5) and
·
RBis (37).
Arizona and UNM fought
almost evenly in Albuquerque for
14 innings three weeks ago.
Arizona triumphed 3·2 and went

_Spring Practice Ends
With Cherry-Silver

(Photo By Mike Gander!)

Mr. Fix·it: Tow Diehm is a 17 year veteran as UNM's athletic trainer.
"Swimmers are probably the best all·around conditioned athletes.
Gymnasts, especially at our school, are in real good condition."
·
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1607 Carlisle SE at Gibson

PAPA
GINELLI'S
Monday thru Thursday
11 am to Midnight
Friday and Saturday
11 am to 1 am

Phone 255-8320

The Cherries and Silvers, Woods (now a Green Bay Packer)
otherwise known (at least last at the quarterback spot.
week) as the Reds and Whites,
Saturday, he will be throwing
square off Saturday (7:30p.m.) at to speedy Lege, splitend Steve
University Stadium to cap off B'auer, and tightend Pete
UNM spring football practice.
Robinson. The Cherry squad's
Coach Bill Mondt said Monday fullback if Fields with Chester
he might use a draft to divide up Goodson manning the tailback
his squad, but the gridders wanted spot. On the line, it stacks up this
the same teams that played last way: Mike Andrakowicz at quick
Saturday in Clovis, and the first tackle, Ken Brown at quick guard,
year coach likes to keep the guys Curtis Aikens at center, Edgar Bell
happy. The Reds' players, most of at strong guard and .Rick Haury at
whom are now Cherries, want strong tackle.
revenge after falling to the Whites
The Silver squad will rely on its
(now Silvers), 26·7 at Clovis.
number one defense, led by two
The Cherry team will be made returning ends-Greg Jones and
up of the number one Lobo Robin Cole-and weak side safety
offensive unit and the second Randy Rich. Strong safety Bob
defensive unit while the Silver Johnson, left corner Rick Jones,
team will have the number one and right comer Bob Haines
defensive unit combined with the complete the top secondary.
second offensive contingent.
Andy Frederick, at 6·6, 210,
During the week, Mondt made . will be at left tackle for the Silver
four moves of note. Moving up to squad, and Jack Shirley (6·2, 222)
the number one offense (Cherry) is at right tackle. The middle
from the number two offense guard is 220·pound redshirt Steve
(Silver) are guard Edgar Bell, Ciepiela while letterman John
flanker Ken Lege, and fullback Gener attd David Thompson fill
Chris Fields. On defense, end the linebacker slots.
Robin Cole has moved up from
the number two unit (Cherry) to
The Silver ot£ense has Bob
the number one unit (Silver).
Keeran at quarterback with Toby
"We have the teams divided Parrish and Kevin Thompson in
close to equal strength although I the backfield. Keeran's receivers
suppose the defense is ahead of are Mark Bradford, Gil Stewart,
the offense," Mondt said earlier and Gary McAlister. The Cherry
this week.
defense is the Lobo's answer to
The advantage is largely due to Miami's "no·name" defense,
the few changes made in the Lobo expcept around here nobody
defense from · last year while the really knows their names.
offense has undergone a major
overhaul. Mondt and his staff have
dropped the wishbone and are
going with a pro set offense which
has two. running backs, a flanker,
and a quarterback who actually
throws the ball.
That was obvious in Clovis
where one of the 'choice
Red-Cherries, Steve Myer, let
loose with 35 passes and
completed 18 for 220 yards.
Myer, a 6-2, 185 pouttder from
Mt. Salt Antonio Junior College
who is considered by Mondt to be
a pro prospect, is replacing Don

BEACH

Cherry-Silver Game Set For Sat .
Baseball, Tennis, Track On Road
on to sweep the three game series. ' event is John Allison with a
4:18.3. The Lobo season record is
Track: With marked improvement 1·2 in dual me!!ts and 1·0 in
in performances over the past two triangular competition.
weeks, the UNM track team will Mens Tennis: The Lobo Netters
be in Provo, Utah Saturday for a. travel into colorful Colorado this
dual meet with always strong weekend to take on the Air Force
BYU.
in Colorado Springs Friday and
"We have really had some fine Colorado
in Boulder on Saturday.
performances by members of the
It's almost all over hut the
squad in the past couple of weeks shouting for the (8·8) Tennis team
with season marks improved in
they then come home to
five different events. Our distance as
complete the 1974 season. UNM
runners came up with some fine will host the WAC tennis
times in the Kansas Relays last champio!tship May 10·11.
week," said Lobo coach Hugh
The Lobos have already
Hackett.
defeated
Colorado once this year
The Cougars have to be the losing only
one individual match.
strong favorite in the mile with UNM has never played the Air
WAC record holder Paul Force.
Cummings leading the field. In a
three-way meet at Arizona State Women's Tennis: The busy
Cummings toured the four laps in women's tennis team got under
3:56.4, the best ever by a WAC way yesterday when they played
athlete. UNM's leader in that two games with BYU and

Northern Colorado. Today the
netpcrsons ar11 scheduled to face
Colorado and CSU. UNM
concludes its busy three day
sojourn with a tooth and claw
battle with NMSU Saturday. In
their only other competition of
the year the women netters have
compiled a 1·2 record.

Use Lobo want ads to find
a ride or riders home this
summer.
Last Lobo Issue
Friday, May 3

Get it on!

PUBLIC NOTICE
April 25 and 26 {Thursday and Friday), campus-wide
elections will be held to choose 11 persons to serve as
Interim Board of Directors of the New Mexico Public Interest Research Group (NMPIRG). The Interim Board will
(a) complete the incorporation of the organization; (b)
negotiate with the UNM Board of Regents; (c) conduct a
preliminary investigation of potential staff.
All students registered at UNM this semester who
intend to reside in the Albuquerque area this summer and
who expect to register as students next fall are elegible
to become candidates for the· Interim Board.
All students registered at UNM are qualified voters
in the election.
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BEE

Bikinis

New Mexico
Daily Lobo

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

TO VOTE IN THE ELECTION

Classified Advertising Rates

1Oc per word, $1.00 minimum charge
5 or more consecutive insertions
with no copy changes,

6c per word per day
60c per day minimum charge
Terms

'

Cash in advance

UNM P.O. Box 20, University of New Mexieol
Albuquerque~ New Mexico 87131

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily lobo
times beginning .
, under the heading (circle one): 1.
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Service; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous.

ELECTION
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SUNDAY. April 28th, t 974 at
2:00 in the Ant11ropfogy Building,
Ropm 170, University of New
Mexico.
General
Admission:
$2.00. Students: $ t .00.
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Suits Designed by
Betsy Johnson
Bikinis, Cover-Up. L011g

/Jr~sse9

TEEN-E-BEE·I<EEN-E
2529 Utah NE 299-3911
Albuquerque, NM
•

•

Ballot boxes will be maintained at six locations
on campus: (a) near the north entrance to the SUB; (b)
near the east entrance to the Geology Building; (c) at
La Posada Dining Hall; (d) at the corner of Yale and
Roma Streets; (e) near the south entrance to Zimmerman
Library; and (f) near the east entrance to Farris Eng~
ineering. These polling places will be staffed from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Thursday and Friday, April 25 and
26, 1974. Official ballots will be available at those
locations. By showing his or her student I.D. card,
and having it appropriately marked to assure that no
one votes twfce, any UNM student may obtain an official
ballot, mark it, and place 1t fn a ballot box.
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UNM Medica/School Wants You

People throughout New Mexico
once again have the opportunity
to donate their bodies for the
advancement of medical science.
The "body donor, program at
the UNM School of Medicine has
been expanded to include the
entire state. For the past several
years, budgetary reasons have
made it necessary for the medical
school to accept only bodies from

CLAS~,JFIED

1) PERSONALS
DID YOU ATTEND the party at 612 Va11·
ear SE, Sat, 4/20 'l The white Samoyed
that was chained in front of house was
missing later that nite. If you have any
idea as to what happened to him,
PLEASE call 266-2608. Reward for anv
info leading to his retum. Desperate I
6/2
WOLFGANG J ARA:MILLO - Enough experience to know, enough youth to un~~nd.: :!~te-in for Mayor May !· ~L3
PART-TIME GARDENER- Landscaper,
florist deaitrner, sign painter, salea promoter, '100 San MatA!O NE after four.
&/1
YOU HAVE lovely eyee, September, to
~tch your ~eauti!u!.lJOdr.:...
&/1
COME TO THE STUDENTS For Environ·
mental Actions' Bike Rally thla Saturday
(April2'l) at 10:00 a.m. at the main entrance gate of the State Fairtrrounda off
Central and ride to Roblnaon Park. For
further info call 2'1'1·2'138.
../26
IF YOU THINK )'ou're pregnant 1: are
confused about it, eaD AGORA 27'1·
3013 or come by the NW eorner of
Mesa VIsta. There are many avenues to
explore. Let's explore them alL
4/26
DON'T KNOW THE ROPES ON CAM·
PUS 1 We ean help In ftndlntr ftnance
for schooling, scheduling eJueee, or advisement. Projeet ConeeJo-Peer Counsel·
lng, Mesa Viata, Rm 2035, phone 2'7'1·

--------

~L

~~

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP! You
have frlenda who care at Birthrilbt.
247·9819.
WRITERS NEEDED: New Mexico Dail~
Lobo. Appl:r In person at the Lobo, room
HiB of Student Publication•.

2)

-

LOST & FOUND

LOST: Male Samoyed, three-years-old.
Please call 266-2608. Reward for any Into
leading to his return. Owner desperate.
6/2
LOST: Woman's watch between SB 6 AS
and Education building. Reward. 34&3854.
6/1
FOUND: 2 rings in ladies' lounge, Fine
Arts bldg. April 22, Claim at 344·6639
after 5:00 pm. Leave your number If
I'm not home.
4/30
LOST DOG I Large. Dane & Malamute
ero!!s, very friendly! 101i pounds, big
white chest. Fawn coloring, no collar.
Contact Nelson Lane, 216 Girard SE
Please !eave message, 268..()164.
4/30
LOST-RED PRINT SCARF. Vicinity of
Johnson _Gym. Phone 243-2475.
4/30
FOUND : Fluffy kitten at comer of Sycamore & Tiieras . NE, Sunday night,
April 21. '166·6423.
4/29
LOST BRACELET, two rings in .'BAS
bathroom last Thursday. 266·9686. 4/26
FOUND: ONE EARRTNG for Pierced ears
at Yale 1: ComelJ. Tdentify and claim In
Journalism Room 206.
FOUND: Coin I!Urae eontalnfntr lcey~ anc1
money at Stanford a Silver, ldentlf1 A
elalm. rm 205 .Toumalltm.
·

3l SERVICES

1 ,.,

'. ,,

TYPING DONE FAST - mM SeJeetric
$.60 Per page. 897-0990.
4/26
TYPING, revising. edition and research:
reasonable rates: UNM experience. 2611·
2114.
5/S
PRpFESSJONAL TYPIST. lBM carbon·
rabbon. Guaranteed accuracy, Reasonable
rates. 298-7U'l.
4/30
LEGAL SERVtCES. UNM Law Sehool
Clinical Proxram otrei'l leral aervtcea
tor student. and staff. FUmlshed by
quallfted law students under faculb' supervision •. Availablllty limited to those
whose Mseta and Income do not exeeed
established RtJidellnes. 60t rerlstl'lltlon
fee, Can 277·2913 or . 277·3604 for In•
formation and appolntmente •. Sponsored
by Associated Students of UNM.
Un

prior to inertion of advertiHment.
Where: Journalllm BulldlnJ, Room 206,
4•

'

3)

tn' , Advertllins
""'"
Clu1ifted
UNII P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.ll. 87111

SERVICES

TYPING - Manuscript., themes, tb•il,
general. 60¢ per page, Sallv COBBett, 8U·
1248.
4/~9
TYPING: Medical papers (speelalty-orthopedic), manuacripte, reports, statistical,
envelopes, 256·7249,
,./26
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION pbotc..
Lowe.t prlcee In town, fut, pleutn•·
l\lear UNM. CaD 21G-24CC or eome to
1717 Girard N.E.
04AGEs---PORTRArT, PASSPORT, a~
plication phototrra.Phl. Cloae, quick, une.
2312-A Cintral BE. Behind Butterfteldl.
2611-991'7.
1/1
4) FOR RENT
THE CITADEL APARTMENTS - An
apartment complex for the younc and
the young at heart. Renta atart at 1180.
Large swlmmlntr pool. 1&20 Unlveraity
NE. 248-2494.
6/8
SUBLET 1 ~ room adobe near Old Town.
$96. 'l66·1C80 after 10:30 pm.
G/2
R=E~c--E__
N__T--L~:Y:--::-:BE..NovATEo 11ear oJd
Town. Many unusual feature~~, $160
month includes utllltie~~, 845-4962. 6/2
SUBLEASE-2-bedroom furniahed quiet
apt. May 18·AUIUit 26, Campua 1·
block. 24'1-8715.
15/1
TWO 1: THREE bdrm hoUiell. Near UNII
a downtown. 242·'1814.
6/8
ONE, TWO 1: THREE room eftlelenclea
furniahed. Near downtown a UNM. 242·
7814.
G/3
ROOMS FOR RENT durlnr summer on
campua, 247-!l_o5& after 5 :00 pm,
~/1
WANT TO PAMPER YOURSELF? The
Columbian East and Weal Apartment.
were designed with the student In mind.
Trulv modern eonvenleneea: heated 1)00),
rec. room, barbeques. OnlJ' 2 blocks from
UNM! 1 1: 2 bedrooms available NOW.
Reserve an apartment earlY for the summer, no leue required I Come by or ean
Mike or Seott, 209 Columbia BE Apt. #6.
268-8934, 268-1006.
~/80
NE HEJGHT8-2-bdrm house, unfurniahed, fireplace. $160 mo., water paid.
268-6164.
4/26
DOSQUE PLAZA APARTMENTS. Adobe
Style-1 1: 2 Bds. Fum. A Unfum ••
Utilities Included. Pool, ~ru barbeque,
large balconle., sauna, ref. air, 10 min.
from UNM. Waterbeda permitted. From
StliO.OO. 8201 Marquette NE-2flll-8071,
Studentll 1: profeeeors weleome fll
LEASE FOR SUMMER SEMESTER. Lu·
caya . House Apt. Ll!ad 1: Maple from
1116/mo. 84lM632 and 266·9693.
tfn
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FOR SALE

1964 4-Cylinder Jeep step-van stove, sink,
counter, shelves, not running. Needs new
engine, 35 miles from Albuquerque, $76.
4/29
Call Mandy, 281·3404, evening~~.
10-FOOT TOBOGGAN SLED. Brand·new,
Unused, only $28. Moving, must aeJJ. 266·
1662, Tom,
•
4/28
AKC REGISTERED LABRADOR RETRIEVER Puppies. For hunting, s'how
pets. 842-6182, 2~2-1620.
&/2
1957 JAGUAR. 3.4 Sedan. Muat aeD for
best offer. 265-1435.
li/2
W"JMEN'S 3-SPEED bicycle, S40 or best
ofl'er. 26S·ll64.
4/26
1966 VW BUS. ·Built-in bt!d, $999, 265·7140
after 5 pm,
4/80
8-TRACK·'FM stereo cardeek, w/extru,
RT·1020L nioneer open. reel 2 mr:mthli
old, w/qilad t~laybaeJC, 294-8238.
,./30
WHILE THEY LAST. Back f•u• of the
Dally Lobo are sold tot lOf e~aeh In Student Publil!atlona Buslneaa Oftlce room
206, Joumalllm Bulldlntr~
.
FEMALE IRISH .. SETTER, 2•yra.-o1d,
AKC registered, SSO. 292-18&3.
4/29
KAWASKI 350 AR'l, 19'10. Excellent condl.
tion, anly 5,000 miles. Phone 298-0'722.
4/29

or.

,~-------------

I
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Action Bike Rally

I

1 people
Let the mayorial candidates know before they take office what II
want. Prove to them that bicyclists are not imaginary .
but citizens and voters. Come to the Students for 1
I1 creatures
Environmental Action's Bike Rally th!s Saturday, April 27th at I

I
\

10:00 am. We will meet at the rnam entrance to the State
Fairgrounds off Central and. ride to Robinson Park where there
wHI be prizes, fun and refreshments. For more info call277·2738.,

I

~--------------ri#

school stud~ rec~nt years, school agrees to underwrite the
$!hool officials said.
c o s t s o f e m b a 1m i n g ,
Hif we are to maintain the transportation, and disposition of
quality of our teaching, action the body. Donors may choose to
must be taken to inform and to be buried or cremated.
encourage all potential donors to
Additional information and
participate in this program," said donor forms may be obtained by
a spokesman for the medical contacting the Department of
school's anatomy department.
Anatomy, UNM School of
Under the terms of the body Medicine.
donor program, the medical , r.===;==========il

5)

ADVERTISING

Ratea: 10¢ per word per da7 with a
$1.00 per dar minimum eharee, or 6¢
per word per daJ' with • 601 per du
minimum eharse for ada publllbed ftve
or more eonaeeutive dava.
·
Terma: PaJD~ent mu•t be made ill full

-

the Albuquerque area.
Sp~cial federal 11upport to the
medical $!hool in recent years has
greatly increased the total student
enrollment, 'lbe first class of 19
doctors was graduated in 1968,
and there ..currently are 247 future
doctors enrolled at UNM.
'lllis increased enrollment has
resulted in an insufficient supply
of donor bodies for medical

~D

..,.

v~

:z:
~

c;

f

Freshmen Mathematics Prize
Contest; on Sat., April 27 fl'om 9·12 H
noon in the Honors Lounge of
Zimmerman Library. All freshmen at
UNM are eligible to participate in this
~
3 hr. math' examination designed to :::.:
test math potential, ingenuity, and '<
knowledge.

8'

v~>

Tues., April 30 from 6:30.10 p.m.,
the Fdlksong Club will present a
benefit concert for the Sloop
Clearwater and her fight against
pollution. Set for the SUB Theatre, all
proceeds wiU go directly towards
keeping alive the Clearwater's efforts. ~
Besides music, a film strip of the sloop ..,.
will be shown featuring narration and
songs by Pete Seeger.
~

=

The Philosophy CoUoquim will have
Mr. James Grieg read a paper entitled,
"Wittgensteln, Nietzsche and the Game
Called Morality" in Hodgin 301 on
Fri., April 26 at 3:3o-5,
The Great Escape will bave an open
night for amateurs and professionals
alike, CaD Paul at 268·0772.
The dance originally scheduled for
tomorrow night by the Black Student
Union has been called off, It was to be
a benefit dance for Sickle Cell Anemia,
and will be scheduled for a later date.
General meeting of UNM Student
Vets Assoc. on Fri., April26 at 4 p.m ..
Quality Inn Sun Room, 717 Central
NW, Discussion of pending legislation
and campus affairs, AU veta invited.
For info caU 277·5727 or Rm. 2009,
Mesa Vista North.

Sleeping Bags
Tents-Boots
Backpacks- Ruck-Sacs

TRAIL HAUS
Lightweight Equipment
Specialists Since 1967

1031 San Mateo·s.E.
Join Our

Co~op

256-9190

EMPLOYMENT

SUMMER .TOBS now available. $12&
weekly. Call 2116·4456. 8·6 pm. ani.YI 4/26
APPLICATIONS NOW being aece~~tl!d for
1974-76 Junior· or Senior UNM 11tudent
to work Ill! summer orientation advisor.
June lO..J'ulY 15. Pay great. call 277·3'130
or stop by Mesa VIsta Hap. 1066, 6/2
APPLlCATIONS NOW being taken for a
receptionist. Apply in 11erson-Lol·la·11a•
Joo.za Hair Design, 1123 Central NE. 5/1
THE HAND-STITCH CO-OP offera parttime employment for sma11 montht~ fee.
• Sew at home. CaiJ JaCQUe!, 843-6774, 4/21
.
YOUNG LADY to do housework and be)p
in organic gardening and ralainc ftowera.
4/10
265-2415.

-

7)
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FORSALE

1989 CHEVELLE SS. 196 Hunt 4-apeecl,
new tire~~, ET maa and more, 19150 or ·
beat otrer. 801 Yale NE, 247.00116. C/29 ~~~J:Y;;;-.
STEREO SPEAKERS, 8-wa~ speaker s,._
tem, 24" x 16" walnut ftnl•h cabinet. 12"
The faU deadline for the New
Woofer 15" llidrance I"Tweeter, ~ Mexico
Student Loan is May 15, 1974
over. Full warrantJ', Value 1299 demon·
atrator modell onb' S'l9.110 per pair. CaD for the 1974-75 school year. Please get
'1116-1908.
1/1 applications in early.
NORWEGIAN ELK HOUND Pappi', AKC.
The regular discussion meeting of
ahota, x-raya, champion Une, Terma-'166·5809.
4/Zt the Islamic society will be held on
Sun., April 28 at 1 p.m. at 2323
1962 CHEVROLET TRUCK, cood eondi- Katherine SE, Bldg, 31, Apt. 471. All
tion, trood tir•, radio, heater. 212 11. .
SE.
ol/14 Moslems and others interested are
welcome, For further information call
CLOSE-OUT ON CONSOLE and Com- 266·9945.
ponent Stereoe. Some •lhrhtly damqed.
Prices reduced up to GO Per cent. United
Tony Hlllerman wUl be guest
Freight Sal•, 8920 San llateo NE, 011111
seven daya a week.
tfn speaker on topic "Barefoot in the
at Annual Dinner Meeting of
PHILHARMONIC TUO or NIKKO 2020 Sleet"
AM-FM multiplex receiver, Garrard fuD Friends of UNM Libraries on Fri.,
size turntable with cueinc device with April 26, 6:30 p.m., Four Seasons
Shure ml&' cartridtre, optional 2 matched Motor Inn, Reservations available at
large 12x24 walnut flnilh c:abineta with Zimmerman Library or at door.
12" woofera. &" midraace, I" tweeter~~.
Value 154~h 1245 or tenDI. Call
The Work•Study program has a small
Houae of Sounda, Inc., 11121 olth NW. '111- number
of clerical and non·clericai jobs
H~
~~
available for the remainder of this
•68 TORINO GT, 154,000 mila, ~er semester with the possibility of
brakes, ateerlnc, top eondltlon. Sam. extending through the summer.
242-9279.
.
ol/!1 Applicants should check at Student
SNARE DRUII, superaen1itive 400, aceS. Aids in Mesa VIsta for qualifications.
lent condition, 1126, 266·81116.
4/!1
There will be a seminar on
UPRIGHT PIANO FOR SALE, Good
practice inatrument. Bench Jneluded. Freeschools Tuesday, April 30, in
262-0698.
4/!1 Room 231·E of the SUB, sponsored by
the Women's Center and the UNM
DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINE. buUt In Chlldcare-Co-op.
button holer, blind heamer1 monoPai!W.r
sews on buttona, etA:. l•t.t6. Unltea
The League of Women Voters is
Freight Salel, 8920 San Mateo NE, open
~
seven da111 a ~eek,
seeking 3000 signatures on a petition
for campaign reform. This is
WE HAVE NITE STANDS from 111. calling
headboards from 1115, minora fi'OID •11 part of a national and statewide drive
plus &Morted matb'. . ., ch•ta, driiHIII, which' Is seeking a million and a half
etc. United Frelabt Salel, 81120 SaD signatures. Members of the League wiD
Mateo NE, open seven dava a week. tin be at various locations throughout the
TURQUOISE A DIAMONDS 1et In rolcl. city this week to obtain signatures.
UnUllual enrqement and weddiq rin11.
Ill
Marilyn Salazar, minority
Chari,. Romero. 211WBI8.
specialist from the
BACKPACKERS - come lna_peet N'et~r l'eeruitment
Mexleo'a moat eomplete •eJection of American Library Association's office
equipment at Back Country Sportl, Zol21 for Library Personnel Resources. will
San Pedro NE. 21!6-8113,
1/1 be on the UNM campus Thurs., May 2,
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Learning
BICYCLES, BICYCLES. I, I A 10 a»...S., Materials Center in the College of
. from 179.95, Stop b a Joo1c at our net~r Education.
She will talk to anY person
Japanese Takaru. THE BIKE SHOP.
823 Yale SE, 8C2·t100,
tfll of a minority group . who is interested
In PIJrsuing librarlnnship as a career.

6)

Elections to fiU vacancie!l on the
Women's Center Coordinating Comm.
. wUl be 'held at the Women's center
April 29 through May 2 from 8 a.m.-5
p.m. everyday and until 10 p.m. on
Tues., April 30, AU woml!n are eligible
to vote.

MISCELLANEOUS

THUNDERBIRD MAGAZINE -AU eon•
tributions not used .fn the last Issue cal\
be pieked Up in Rm 20& JoumaJism. Ap.
plieations for next )'ears staff are being
taken, The ttnat f1111ue of the Thunderbird
will be distributed during ebed and ftnal
weel<s In the SUit. Llbl'lli'Y' and Rm 2015
Journalism.
THUNDERBIRD IIAGAZJME II talllfw
~ubmiMiona tor the 11m ..ae. 111111*
them to room 201.1'oumall••·

DOM~GBO'S
2108 CENTRAL S.E./247·4414
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